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This quilt has an amazing history already and it isn’t even out there yet!! I designed this quite 
a while ago and it went into that….UGH I am not sure I like this pile. I’ve been nursing a sick 
family recently and have needed to take a day or two to just get some rest myself. I attacked 
that “Not sure I like this” pile and changed them into WOW! I love this! One of our testers had 
her grandson with her and his help was INVALUABLE here. I love that he loves helping his 
Granny with colour and thinking outside the box. You rock, Dominick!

This quilt requires three colours to tell the story. Everywhere you look, you are guided to look 
to the stars! I am going out on a limb to say the LIGHT and DARK tell the story with the 
MEDIUM there to fill the missing pieces with glorious bright direction. The key is contrast 
here. You will want your DARK and MEDIUM to be different hues, but not necessarily different 
colours. Monochrome would be AMAZING. Black, white, and yellow would really tell this story 
perfectly. I can’t wait to “shop” for these. 

We decided to offer this in a square because lengthening to a rectangle really skews the 
design and you lose so much. We are offering in three sizes, 12”, 15”, and 18”. See the charts 
below for the approximate finished sizes. These INCLUDE a pieced border that really frames 
up the design amazingly. Additional binding requirements are given so you can choose your 
fabric and adjust accordingly. These requirements are based on a 2-1/2” cut straight binding.

Here are Dominick’s fabrics:

Special tools:
Tri-Recs Tool

My fabrics are on the left. I am following 
Dominick’s lead here with those amazing 
fabrics.

We both stacked dark, medium, light from top 
to bottom.
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Here’s what we need for this amazing design!

12” blocks
72” square

15” blocks
90” square

18” blocks
105” square

LIGHT 2-1/2 yards 4 yards 4-3/4 yards

MEDIUM 1-1/4 yards 1-3/4 yards 2-1/4 yards

DARK 2-1/4 yards 3-1/2 yards 4-1/4 yards

Binding yardage 3/4 yard 3/4 yard 7/8 yard
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